N/ A
We shall take special (Riemann) initial data.
define Let u +, u_-be constants and 
For convenience only, we order the kidices so that
(j might be 0 or N + 1).
We now state:
We note that if all the Xi = 1, then this solution 
It is easy to See that the solution to the Cauchy problem satisfies
where g satisfies:
where D_g is continuous.
In H-J, we let r = t, Vi = xi -¢,t for ¢ fixed.
H-J becomes
with the same initial data (2).
Thus, by (5), to evaluate g(¢) we need only evaluate -Hl(Dyg) at y = 0, for any t > 0. From (P1) above we know that (Dyg)y=o lles in _ for t > 0. Moreover, if we integrate (H-J) 1 from t = 0 to t = At we have
Here: _l (ul, u, ; u=, u=; ...; u_¢, _)= Hl(u_, u2, ..., _¢) Monotonicity implies that _rl (_+, u_; u_+, u;;,... ;_,, _) 5 is a nonincreasing function of all the u + and a non-decreasing function of all the u,.
In particular, for N -" 1, this means for any Vlef_ = f_:
+ ss_ (_ -u;)[P'(.,, _i-) -P' (,,, v,) 
